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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 

RAAFVVA/AFA (Vic) VIETNAM BRANCH 2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS 
11TH OF FEBRUARY 2018 

 
 

In the sections below, I have highlighted some of the 
events and actions that kept your Committee busy during 
the year. 
  

Communication 
 

Gill does a sterling job keeping everyone informed with 
email traffic and from time to time we do try and filter the 
emails so that only relevant information is distributed. 
  

Geoff Rose does a great job with the Newsletter keeping 
folk advised of events past, present and future.   I try and 
use the President’s page to inform members of important 
and relevant information. 
  

Our website is looking a little tired at the moment and 
needs some TLC.   We are hoping to link with the AFA 
(Vic) website to present the most up-to-date information 
and avoid misleading clashes. 
 

Events/Activities 
 

The AFA initiative “Meet a Mate” program included a visit 
to the Liberator restoration activity at Werribee on 16 May, 
and a day at the NVVM, on 22 August.     The next activity 

 

 
is to Pt Cook on 2 March to hear about the support provided by the AFC in the Gallipoli campaign. 
     

The Point Cook Pilgrimage in November attracted a number of our members.  This is an annual 
event that recognises those who served and died on operational service. 
    

Commemorative activities on Anzac Day and Vietnam Veterans Day are scheduled for 2018.   
Anzac Day this year will see the March led by current veterans.  The date for VV day will remain 
the same (18 August - commemorating the battle of Long Tan) but this year there is to be special 
recognition of the 50th anniversary of the battles of Coral and Balmoral.  Our past-commemoration 
lunches are held at the function room at the Seasons Botanic Gardens Hotel, just down the hill 
from the Shrine.   We have again booked this room for 2018 and as this would have to be the 
closest watering hole to the Shrine, we are keen to keep the venue.   It’s always difficult to guess 
the numbers attending so last year we introduced some financial incentive to encourage our 
members to advise their attendance in advance.   This seemed to work reasonably well so we’ll 
use it again this year.   We understand that proposed changes to the AFA Vic website will improve 
its interconnectivity and this again will help individuals with such things as booking for events and 
make the process a whole lot simpler. 
  

I’m pleased to report that the restoration of the Iroquois helicopter A2-110 at the NVVM has been 
completed.   Max McGregor’s coordination and liaison skills with 9SQN Association, NVVM staff 
and our band of volunteers eventually led to aircraft being repainted with its historically correct 
livery.   Our March 2017 Newsletter has a picture of the new art work on the aircraft.     
 

Our Branch again assisted in the assembly of Care Packages for Air Force members deployed 
overseas.  The task this year was made very much easier with the assistance of the CO and 17 
members of 21 SQN.  The AFA has had great feedback from those personnel deployed overseas 
who are particularly touched by the sentiment that goes with each parcel.  This year (2018) we 
may be fortunate to have the assistance of the Victorian Governor in putting these parcels together 
which will be great PR for the AFA. 
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Liaison with VVAA 
 

As President and with Andy Lapins as an observer, I attended VVAA State Council meetings at 
Queenscliff, Swan Hill and Lakes Entrance.  Apart from representing our Sub Branch at these 
meetings, I see it as important to maintain this close liaison with the VVAA.  
  

One of the flags that VVAA Victoria President Bob Elworthy is flying at the moment is looking 
ahead to the future of the VVAA.  We are all human and even Vietnam Veterans will not last 
forever.  So, Bob is very keen that over the next few years, Branches are prepared for this with 
structured closure plans.  He emphasises that the wind down needs to be orderly and that the 
history of the VVAA and the veterans it represents is preserved.  I’m pleased to report that our Sub 
Branch already has a plan in place and we did pre-empt the action some years ago when we 
formed the Vietnam Veterans Branch of the AFA. 
  

For those interested in catching up with latest from the VVAA, the bad news is that due to 
publication and distribution costs, future editions of the regular VVAA Newsletter (FSB – VIC) will 
no longer be available in hard copy.  But the great news is that it will still be available on line 
through the link on the front page of the VVAA Victoria website.  I encourage members to spend a 
few moments catching up on the Newsletter even if only to read the President’s and Secretary’s 
reports.  I would like to acknowledge President Bob Elworthy’s note at the bottom of his report in 
the Autumn 2017 edition regarding the passing of Lee Scully, who Bob considered a personal 
friend and stalwart of the VVAA Victorian Branch. 
  

President’s Representations 
  

On 18 June, Alan and Fiona White and I attended Lee Scully’s memorial in Sydney.  Past and 
present members of 35 SQN also attended.  The service was a simple but moving ceremony and a 
celebration of Lee’s adventurous and remarkable life. 
  

On 16 December, I (with roving reporter Geoff Rose) attended the unveiling of the Vietnamese 
Memorial for the 521 Australian fallen and the five Vietnamese generals who sacrificed their lives 
rather than surrender at the end of the conflict.  You can read more about this occasion in the 
latest edition of our Newsletter. 
  

Acknowledgements 
  

I would like to acknowledge the work carried out by the Committee over the year.  The generous 
contribution of all Committee members both during and between our monthly meetings is really 
appreciated.  Rick Holmes, after a 12 year valued contribution as Branch Secretary has decided to 
retire from the committee.   I’m pleased to announce that all other committee members have made 
themselves available for re-election. 
  

I should also acknowledge the financial contributions to the Branch made by the AFA Victoria and 
individual Branch members.   We have recently discontinued fundraising through Badge Week 
activities and we value the support provided to our welfare activities by the direct contributions of 
members and the AFA.   Contributions to the Welfare Patriotic Funds of either the AFA Victoria or 
RAAFVVA Branch are tax deductible. 
  

And finally, just to complete the circle of our activities this afternoon, on behalf of everyone today, I 
would like to thank Kay and Gareth Davis for arranging the magnificent lunch today.  Kay has done 
this for the last year or so and has set a very high standard for anyone wishing to volunteer to take  
on the job next year. 
 

Chris Hudnott                                     *HOT OFF THE PRESS* 

President                                ANZAC DAY INFO - RAAF VIETNAM 

Look for the RAAFVVA Banner on Flinders St, Fed Square side,  
east of Swanston.   Be there by 1100 hrs for step-off at 1130. 

   *March will be led by current Vets, so expect to be on schedule*  
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Air Force Association Vietnam Veterans Branch/ 
Vietnam Veterans Association RAAF Sub Branch 

Minutes of the Combined Annual General Meetings 
Held at the Air Force Association Headquarters 

 

On Sunday 11th February 2018  

 

 
Vale:  Peter Issacson, Brent Espland, Lee Scully and Jack Riley. 

 
ODE: 1345 hrs, was led by President Chris Hudnott with all present responding, followed by a 
minute’s silence. 

 
Welcome:  Attendees were welcomed by President Chris Hudnott, who gave a brief outline of the 
proceedings for the day.  He invited Bursary recipients and families to stay, if they wanted to, for 
the AGM that would follow the presentation of Awards. 
 

 
 

Reflection during the Ode and minute’s silence created a more than usual sombre atmosphere at 
start of the meeting.   2017 was a particularly bad year.   We lost four very highly respected and 
dedicated champions of the RAAF veteran community:  Peter Issacson AM DFC AFC DFM, former 
Patron of the AFA, Brent Espland AM, former National President AFA, Lee Scully, former President 
of our own RAAFVVA/AFA Branch and ex 9SQN veteran, Jack Riley.  
 

Bursary Presentations 

Mr John McCrystal, Chairman the AFA Foundation, was asked to present the four Bialobrezeski 
children an AFA Foundation Bursary.  The children and family were delighted with their Award.   
Next Bursary presented by John, was to Kaleb Elliot.  Accepted by both he and his mother. 

This year, Chris Hudnott, RAAFVVA/AFA President, presented two Lee & Ellen Scully 
Encouragement Awards.  One to Aimee Reed and the other to Jonathan Lynch. 

The John ‘Snow’ Coughlan Encouragement Award, presented by Gill Coughlan, Snow’s widow, 
and Secretary of our Associations, went to the four Bialobrezski children. 
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John McCrystal, presented the first Certificate of Award and Bursary to Madison, Jessica, Eva and 
Roman Bialobrzeski, collected (and protected) by their mum. 
 

 
 

John also presented a Certificate and Bursary to Kaleb Elliot, watched by proud mum, current 
RAAF member, FLTSGT Emma Elliot 
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Aimee Reed received a Lee and Ellen Scully 

Encouragement Award 

 
Jonathan Lynch also received a Lee and Ellen 

Scully Encouragement Award  
 

 
Gill Coughlan presented the John ‘Snow’ Coughlan Encouragement Award to the Bialobrzeskis  

 

 

 

Carl Schiller, National President of the AFA and 
President AFA (Vic) Div, was invited to provide 
a brief outline of the AFA’s current status and 
planned activities for the coming year. 

Carl revealed his vision to transform the AFA 
into a modern “first go-to place” for serving and 
ex RAAF members.   His plan is to provide a 
“higher profile” Association and encourage a 
more welcoming and fulfilling environment for 
younger members.   Watch this space! 
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1/ Opening: The AGM convened at 1400hrs 

 
 

All eyes down as the serious business began:  Treasurer, Secretary and President 

2/ Attendance Register & Apologies:  Attached to filed copy. 
 
3/ Apologies:  as presented by the Secretary. 
 
4/ Acceptance of Minutes 2017 AGM, as circulated by the Secretary 
 

Moved: G Davis  Seconded: P Raymant                                       Carried 

        

Business Arising: Nil 
 
5/ Financial Report for the year ending 31st December 2017 and circulated by the treasurer.  

The Treasurer presented the financial report for the past year and as there were no questions, it 
was moved that the Financial Report be accepted.  (A copy will be provided on request) 
 

Moved:  Maree Jongkryg                       Seconded: Brendan Lynch                  Carried 
 

Business Arising: Nil 
 

Donations for 2017 
 
Mr A Alcock 

Mr R Appleford 

Mr L W Baker 

Mr N J Boulton 

Mr R J Brackin 

Mr R K Clinch 

Mr D Del Fabbro 

Mr K Ewin 

Mr L Fankhauser 

Mr R Greenwood AFC 

Mr A H Greig 

Mr K C Haines 

 

Mr A J Higginbottom 

Mr A Hooton 

Mr B J Hurlock 

Mr P J Jongkryg 

Mr E G Keenan 

Mr W Kuiller 

Mr J F Lovegrove MBE 

Mr L E Lowe 

Mr B Lynch 

Mr W M McAlpine 

Mr R N McMullen 

Mr N Morgan 

Mr S Moss 
 

Mr J D Nebauer 

Mr K O’Neil 

Mr A Pahl OAM 

Mr L S Pascoe 

Mrs J Preece 

Mr K J Reilly 

Mr G N Rose 

Mrs N D Rose 

Mr F Rowe 

Mr Dr Sanders 

Mr L Scully 

Mr G R Sharp 

Mr K J Sharpley 

Mr J D Smith 

Mr G Stevens 

Mr D L Stewart 

Mr D Taffe 

Mr K B Thomas 

Mr J A Venn 

Mr R M Wark 

Mr I R Wescombe 

Mr A White 

Mr S T Wicks 

Mr A G Wiltshire 

 

RAAFA Vic Division 

Thank you to all who donated!   Your generous contribution, no matter how small or large, 
attributes directly to the welfare needs of fellow veterans. 
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6/ Correspondence: 
   

The secretary drew attention to pamphlets regarding events at the Shrine, up to July 2018, and 
that this information was also available on-line at the Shrine website.  She explained that most 
correspondence was in email format and that she distributed relevant material to the committee or 
general membership as applicable.   

7/ Membership:  Gareth reported that the current AFA Branch membership stood at 113.    

8/ President’s Report:  
 

The President presented his report and drew particular attention to the work carried out by the 
Secretary and by the publisher of the Newsletter, Geoff Rose.   The President’s Report is on pages 
3 and 4 of this Newsletter.   

There were no queries following the President’s Report. Carl Schiller mentioned that AFA had 
submitted a request to DVA for printing of newsletters and invited the Vietnam Veterans Branch to 
submit a request to AFA for coverage of the cost of printing of newsletters.  

9/ Welfare: 
  

The Secretary reported that she had received a request over the Christmas break for welfare 
support, from a member who is currently in palliative care, who wanted help to provide assistance 
to his family in getting ‘things in place’.  The Secretary was able to liaise between the family and 
various support organisations.   She was also liaising with another four members regarding health 
issues.   

10/ Address by President of the VVAA Victoria Branch: 
  

The President invited Mr Bob Elworthy, acting as VVAA Observer, to address the meeting.  Bob 
acknowledged the attendance of AVM Alan Reed and the newly elected National President of the 
AFA, GPCAPT Carl Schiller.  He also acknowledged the ladies present and thanked them for the 
support they provided to members of the VVAA.   

He reflected on the passing of Lee and Ellen Scully and that we can ill afford to lose such people.  
He commented on the completion of the repainting of the Iroquois and that the Caribou positioned 
at the front of the NVV Museum had been converted into a classroom and will be officially opened 
(hopefully by the Minister for Veterans Affairs) in March.  

Bob mentioned that a lapel badge would be struck to commemorate the 50 th anniversary of the 
battles of Coral/Balmoral.    He mentioned that the VVAA was in good shape, although a couple of 
Sub Branches had closed because of inability of members to assume committee positions. 
. 
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11/ Lunch Arrangements: 
 

The President, on behalf of everyone, thanked Kay and Gareth Davis for arranging the lunch that 
had been provided before the AGM and presented Kay with an orchid in recognition of her initiative 
and hard work. 
 

  
 

12/ Election of new office bearers: 
 

As there were no changes to the committee executive for 2018, Brendan Lynch advised that there 
was no requirement to declare the positions vacant and elect a new executive.  RAAFVVA Sub 
Branch and AFA Vietnam Branch to have the same elected committee to represent both entities. 
 
Executive:  President, Chris Hudnott, Vice President, Max McGregor, Secretary, Gill Coughlan, 
Treasurer, Maree Jongkryg, IPP, Gareth Davis. 

The Committee comprises Andy Lapins, Bob Brackin, Geoff Rose, Graeme Dodd, Neil Morgan, 

Pieter Jongkryg and Peter Raymant. 

13/ Closure: 
 

There being no further business, the President thanked everyone for their attendance and advised 
that the next AGM would be scheduled to allow more time for the consideration of Bursary 
applications and would be advised in due course.  The meeting was declared closed at 1435 hrs. 

Gill Coughlan 
Secretary 
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NOTICE BOARD 
 

Monthly Luncheon 
 

Due to our AGM on 11th Feb, the next monthly luncheon is planned for Wednesday, 21st March 
2018 at the Mail Exchange Hotel - 688 Bourke Street, City, (corner of Bourke and Spencer St’s). 
 

 

 

NB: Gill Coughlan, our hard-working 
Secretary, requests that you please 
notify her by the Monday prior, of 
your intention to join us for lunch at 
the Mail Exchange. 
 

This will enable a more accurate 
number to be passed to the hotel 
when making the monthly booking. 
 

Gill’s mobile:  040 850 3986 
Email:       gilly4346@gmail.com 

 

Generally, our monthly luncheons are planned for the third Wednesday of each month.   However, 
dates, and any changes, will be posted on our website blog as soon as available. 

 

Our Member, Alan White, has published a very informative and educational book: 
 

 
My website is www.theprostatezone.com and people can buy the book via my website or via 
www.amazon.com.   It is also available to download as an e-book.   The price via my website is 
$25 plus $5 for postage.  I am happy to answer emails or take calls from anyone with any queries. 
Alan White on, Ph:  (03) 9598 1007, Mobile:  0407 617 800 or email:  alan@theprostatezone.com  

http://www.theprostatezone.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
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Going overseas?   Our member, Dan Nebauer, offers discounts to current and ex ADF 
members.   Dan specialises in Asian travel, but his knowledge and experience can cater for all 
your international and/or domestic travel needs. 
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OUT AND ABOUT 
 

16th December 2017 Dedication of the Vietnam War Memorial, located at Kevin 
Wheelahan Memorial Park, Sunshine 

 
Situated at the southwest corner of the park, adjacent to Sunshine RSL, this site was chosen, 
designed and transformed, by the Vietnamese Community of Australia – Victorian Chapter, into a 
very impressive and everlasting memorial to honour and commemorate 521 Australian service 
personnel who died during the Vietnam War.   Overall cost of the project was $300,000, with all 
funds being raised by 521 ‘adopted’ sponsor families from the Victorian Vietnamese community. 
 

  
 

Also included are five polished black granite pedestals, each dedicated to one of the five RVN 
Generals who sacrificed their own lives on 30th April 1975, rather than surrender to the North 
Vietnamese at end of the war. 

 

 
 

The Dedication Service began with recital of the Ode of Remembrance, singing of both the 
Australian and Republic of Vietnam National Anthems and the raising of both national flags. 
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A number of distinguished guests from the Vietnamese, political and veteran communities were 
called forward to participate in the unveiling ceremony.   A fine, translucent sheet of purple 
coloured silk was removed from the three main memorials and the five individual pedestals. 
  

 
 

Father Huy Hoang blessed the newly unveiled Memorial and Mr Phong Nguyen, VP Vietnamese 
Community (Vic), assisted by two young associates, commenced the traditional Vietnamese 
Ancestral Ceremony. 
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This was followed by a number of sincere and emotional speeches delivered by Vietnamese 
community leaders, followed by representatives of both state and local government and Bob 
Elworthy, VVAA (Vic), Peter Smith, RSL (Vic). 
 

Former 1RAR and AATTV member, Maj Bruce Davies MBE (Retd) (a veteran of three Vietnam 
tours) was presented a Certificate of Appreciation from the Vietnamese Community Australia and 
Commemorative Park Committee, in recognition of his dedication, time and effort in assisting with 
the overall design and historical accuracy of the Monument.  
 

 
Bruce Davies received his certificate from Mrs Be Ha, with Ms Viv Nguyen and Mr Phong Nguyen 

 

 
Bob Elworthy and Peter Smith placed wreaths at the base of the Memorial with 521 names 
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Chris Hudnott, seated in centre of this pic, represented RAAFVVA/AFA (Vic) VN Branch 

 

 
The Dedication concluded with a dance, mystically performed by a group of ladies from the 

Australian Vietnamese Arts Inc, dressed in their traditional white (mourning) Au Dai 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

 
Important Safety Notice:  ACCC - Takata Airbag Recall 
 

Access the webite below for up-to-date info. 
 

www.productsafety.gov.au/recalls/compulsory-takata-airbag-recall/takata-airbag-recalls-list#id15 

 

War Veteran’s Free Travel Pass on SkyBus 

INFORMATION PROVIDED, COURTESY OF BRENDAN KINCADE 
 

SkyBus will provide complimentary transfers to passengers who can provide a War Veteran Free 
Travel Pass.   This pass is available to Victorian war veterans who: 

•       have documentary evidence of their overseas war or/peacemaking service, and  

•       provide one of the following: 

1.   a Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) Gold or White Card, or  

2.   evidence of ongoing compensation from DVA for an injury/illness related to this 
service, or 

3.   evidence of lump sum compensation from DVA for an injury/illness related to this 
service, and  

•       have their treating doctor sign the application form confirming the illness/injury is due to 
service and that mobility is significantly limited, and 

•       are a Victorian resident. 

To Apply for the Pass:  an application will be posted or emailed to you.    Please contact the PTV 
Call Centre on 1800 800 007 or visit a PTV Hub if you require assistance. 

If you already have a War Veteran Free Travel Pass, this pass will need to be shown at our ticket  

booth to receive a complimentary ticket. 

I hope this information helps. 

Kind regards,  

Emma Calis 
Office Administrator  
ph: +61 3 9335 2811  Ext. 0 
info@skybus.com.au 
www.skybus.com.au  
29 Francis Briggs Road 
Melbourne Airport 
VIC 3045 

 

 
 

 

http://www.productsafety.gov.au/recalls/compulsory-takata-airbag-recall/takata-airbag-recalls-list#id15
tel:1800%20800%20007
tel:(03)%209335%202811
mailto:info@skybus.com.au
http://www.skybus.com.au/
https://maps.google.com/?q=29+Francis+Briggs+RoadMelbourne+Airport%C2%A0+VIC+3045&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=29+Francis+Briggs+RoadMelbourne+Airport%C2%A0+VIC+3045&entry=gmail&source=g
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                                  What about this?  

   
Many thanks to Ken Ewin for sharing his VN experience. 
 
It was 11th February 1970, and the third last night-ambush patrol of our 
tour.  Our section of eight members, was led by Cpl Noel Power, with LAC's 
Conway, Symons, Clarke, Woodruffe, Twomey, Grey and Ewin. 

 

 
We moved out of the base just after last light and were expecting just a routine listening watch.   
After crossing over a footbridge on the canal we veered left before taking up a predetermined 
position, looking out over paddy fields.   With the perimeter still to our rear we had been on watch 
for some three hours when the enemy probed the wire, directly behind us. 
 
Unknown to the base security forces dealing with this attempted intrusion, their fire, including 
mortars, was landing on our position!   Cpl Power was forced to make a quick decision to redeploy 
us out of danger.    With no time to consult the base on his course of action and realising that any 
enemy retreat away from the base would require them to cross, either the same footbridge that we 
had earlier used, or the main vehicle bridge about 15 metres further along, we moved 300 metres 
up the canal to cover both these crossings.   We had been in our new position about two minutes 
when movement could be heard from the darkness on the other side of the canal.   A sharp 
exchange involving small arms and grenades followed - lasting approximately five minutes.  After 
contact was broken we made several sweeps of the area across the bridge but could not pick up 
anything moving towards our position. 
 
At approximately 0345 hrs we detected movement nearby and reported back to control, requesting 
them to provide illumination from the base, but nothing could be seen, and our presence by then 
was well and truly compromised.   We were called in and returned to the base through the wire at 
approximately 0430 hrs.  At dawn we made a sweep outside the wire, where contact with the 
enemy had occurred, and we came across a wounded enemy soldier in the canal, with one leg half 
blown off.   Interrogation of this prisoner ascertained that he was an NVA Artillery Major, and in 
charge of the failed enemy operation.   We also discovered the bodies of two other men, killed 
during the night. They were both Sapper Squad Leaders.  Their mission had been to reconnoitre 
the base for a combined sapper and mortar attack, involving two Companies, planned to be 
delivered within 72 hrs!   The attack never materialised. 
   
This was probably the most notable action in which the ADGs where involved during the Australian 
presence at Phan Rang. 
 
The American Unit History recorded that the ADGs performed in an outstanding manner.   And for 
his initiative and leadership during the night, Cpl Noel Power was awarded the Military Medal - the 
first such award to a member of the RAAF since the Second World War. 
   
Records of the ADGs in Vietnam suggest that for this group, the war had been a mixed experience.   
Despite the frequent monotony of their duties, during periods when enemy activity was at a low 
level, there were other times, when theirs was a most active war - of a kind which was quite 
uncharacteristic of the rest of the RAAF commitment.   Evidence of this can be found most 
obviously in the fact that the ADG's mustering, though numerically small, suffered casualties of one 
killed and seven wounded-in-action, with a further three members killed and five wounded in non-
combat incidents.   Fatalities among ADGs represented 28 per cent of all deaths among RAAF 
personnel in Vietnam.   Apart from one MBE, one MM and eight Mentions in Despatches, ADGs 
accounted for 4 of the 10 Distinguished Flying Medals awarded to RAAF personnel. 
    
P.S.  In 1969, there were 525 rocket or mortar attacks on Phan Rang Air Base:  US casualties 
were 2 KIA, 52 WIA.  RVN casualties, 16 KIA, 8 WIA.  Aircraft: 2 Destroyed and 38 Damaged. 
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Observations and 
‘Food for Thought’ 

 

from 
 

John Mitchell 

 

 

                                                          WHAT’S HAPPENING ? 
 
                                            WHAT’S been happening to us ALL ??? 
 
I used to think I was just a regular person, but I was born white, which now, whether I like it or not, 
makes me “a racist”. 
 
I am a fiscal and moral conservative, which by today's standards, makes me “a fascist”. 
 
I am heterosexual, which now makes me “a homophobe”. 
 
I am mostly non-union, which makes me “a traitor” to the working class and an ally of big 
business. 
 
I was christened by my parents (who were married in a church), which now labels me as “an 
infidel”. 
 
I am older than 65 and retired, which makes me “useless”. 
 
I think, and I reason, therefore I doubt much of what the main stream media tells me, which must 
make me “a reactionary”. 
 
I am proud of my heritage which makes me “a xenophobe”. 
 
I value my safety and that of my family and I appreciate the police and the legal system, which 
makes me “a right-wing extremist”. 
 
I believe in hard work, fair play, and fair compensation according to each individual's merits, which 
today makes me “an anti-socialist”. 
 
I (and most of the folks I know), acquired a fair education without student loan debts and little or no 
debt at graduation, which makes me some kind of “an odd underachiever”. 
 
I believe in the defence and protection of our country, for, and by all citizens and I honour those 
who served in the Armed Forces, which now makes me “a right-wing militant”. 
 
Please help me come to terms with the new me because I'm just not sure who the hell I am 
anymore!   I would like to thank all my friends for sticking with me through these seemingly abrupt, 
new found changes in my life and my thinking!   I just can't imagine or understand what's happened 
to me so quickly! 
 
Funny, it’s all just taken place over the last 7 or 8 years! 
 
As if all this nonsense wasn’t enough to deal with – now, I’m not even sure which restroom to go 

into............. 

                                         (Hands up - all those who agree with John) 
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HEALTH and WELFARE 
 
 

 

 

Tell us what is important to you as you move into older age 

Are you an Australian veteran aged between 60 and 75? 
 

If so, you may like to consider participating in a research study that will help us to better 
understand what is important to you as you move into older age. People have different views about 
what contributes to or detracts from ageing well, and we think it is important to understand this 
from the perspective of veterans. 
 

What will participation involve? 
 

If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete a brief questionnaire about yourself, 
which should take approximately 10 minutes, although it may take longer. You will also be asked to 
take part in a short interview which may be by telephone or face-to-face, and if you have a hearing 
impairment, you can participate by completing the interview via pen and paper or email. This one-
on-one conversation will allow you to express in your own words what is important to you as you 
move into older age.  The interview is expected to take approximately 20 minutes, although some 
interviews may be longer, and will involve answering a short series of questions. 
 

How do I sign up? 
 

If you are an Australian veteran between the ages of 60 and 75 who would like to help us to 
understand ageing from a veteran’s perspective, or you would just like more information, please 
contact Loretta Watson at Phoenix Australia on: 03 9035 5599 
Or register your interest via email. 
 

Why is this research important? 
 

We hope that by gaining an understanding of ageing from your perspective, we will be able to 
develop health-related programs that will help all veterans age well. 
 

Who is conducting the research? 
 

The study is being conducted by Phoenix Australia – Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health, 
University of Melbourne, in collaboration with the Old Age Psychiatric Unit, the Centre for Research 
on Ageing, Health and Wellbeing, and the Hallmark Ageing Research Initiative. 

 

http://phoenixaustralia.org/
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THE PADRE’S PAGE 
 

 

 

          GOD’S WISE WAYS 
 

 

In the new Testament, the Apostle Paul wrote to the 

Philippian Church, “Each of you should look not only 

to your own interests, but also to the interests of 

others”. 
 

Rev Dr Selwyn Hughes comments, “One thing that 

has fascinated me over the years is to see how people, 

by observation and experimentation, stumble on the 

truth that is written both in the Scriptures and the 

universe, namely that God’s way is the right way and 

the only way”. 
 

One expert on family relations, who is non-Christian 

says, “You must give up yourself.   You must serve 

others, or you cannot get along with others”.   Here a 

believer is recognising that self-centredness is not the 

way – (a spiritual issue). 
 

This is the comment made by an engineer: “The great 

word in engineering nowadays is “awareness” – 

awareness of people”.  “Awareness” – an engineering 

word?   I thought awareness was a psychological or 

spiritual concept.   Yet engineers are using the word 

because it seems right, and the reason it seems right, 

is because it is right.   This need not surprise us, as 

the whole universe was designed by God.  
 

A man who trains people in acting and public 

speaking wrote, “The first thing you must learn in 

public speaking is not to think of your voice”.     I am 

well aware that this true.   Early in my ministry, I was 

having difficulty with my throat, and was told, “You are thinking too much of yourself.   

Think about others when you stand up to speak, think what you can offer them, and lead 

them into the name of Jesus.”   I did, and the difference was quite remarkable. 
 

Self-focus and self-concern is not the way.   If you think of yourself, you will be self- 

conscious:  if you think of others, you will become other-conscious.   The Way is written 

into our constitutions.   We function better physically when we are more concerned about 

others than we are about ourselves. 
 

Keep your eyes and minds focused on Jesus and all will work out right. 
 

As ever, George G. 
 

Rev George G Ashworth OAM RFD 
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On the Lighter Side 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Sure, I’ve heard of “flying blind”………but REALLY?   
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       Another Officer  

       Candidate?           
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TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS TO VIETNAM VETERANS ASSOCIATION 

VICTORIAN BRANCH INC. AND AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION VICTORIA 

WELFARE PATRIOTIC FUNDS 

DONATIONS 

Donations made by members of the RAAF VVAA Victoria Sub-Branch or the Vietnam Veterans 

Branch of the Air Force Association Victoria are tax deductible.   Donations    made to either 

Association Sub-Branch/Branch must indicate the gift is specifically for welfare.   (Renewal 

membership forms allow members to note their donation is for this purpose).  

 Donations received on this basis must be used for the welfare and support of veterans, and receipts 

will be issued for all donations over $2.00 received.   All money gifted for welfare purposes is 

welfare/veteran support directed, with your Associations and State Government accounting 

requirements strictly adhered to, and subject to annual audit. 

If you wish to adopt either/both Associations as your family charity, just make your cheque 

donation payable to the preferred Welfare Patriotic Fund.   For the RAAF VVAA Sub-Branch, 

forward your cheque to the Sub-Branch Treasurer.   For the AFA Vietnam Veterans Branch, 

forward the cheque direct to the Association Office Manager, PO Box 1038, Hawthorn BC, Vic 

3122.   Your tax-deductible receipt will then be promptly returned.   Remember, even the smallest 

donation is appreciated. 

BEQUESTS AND LEGACIES 

Making a Will is recommended, and is good asset planning.   It provides you and those for whom 

you care with financial peace of mind, ensuring security for your family, and enables bequests to be 

made to Charities/Associations representing your on-going interests. 

Bequests and Legacies are gifts of specified identified possessions or specified amounts of money 

gifted to an individual, group of people, or a charitable Organization or Association.   Please 

consider the Vietnam Veterans Branch or Sub-Branch of your member Association as a preferred 

charity.   Remember, it is possible that at some future time assistance sought from your Association 

will be for the benefit of yourself or your family. 
 

   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VVCS - VETERANS and VETERANS FAMILIES COUNSELLING SERVICE 

(A Service Founded by the Vietnam Veterans) 
Normal Hours:    8640 8700 

Crisis Line (after hours)   1800 011 046 

DVA VICTORIA 

         Normal Hours:    133 254 

Country/Regional:   1800 555 254 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In Hospital or Convalescing at Home?  
Like us to know about it and/or have someone to visit to assist or just chat? 
Name:…………………………………………………………………………………..….................. 
Address:……………………………………………………………………………………................ 
Preferred Contact details:……..…………………………………………………………................. 
 

Post or Email your request to the Secretary, or give her a call on 040 850 3986 and we will try 

and arrange a visit on your behalf. 


